## Metropolitan Police Service

### Corporate Objectives

#### To create a safer environment in London Boroughs through Security, Protection and Counter Terrorism work.

- **Objective:** To increase the coverage of Counter Terrorist Intelligence Officers (CTIO) in London Boroughs
- **Measure of performance:** 85% of London Boroughs
- **Target:** 79% Apr-07, 82% May-07, FYTD 82%
- **Comments:** BOCUs CTIOs rolled out this month 11 2
- **Total BOCUs with CTIOs:** 26 27 27

#### Through a sustained relationship with vulnerable groups police provide an appropriate response to real or perceived threats

- **Objective:** Every Safer Neighbourhood Team (SNT) member will receive a Counter Terrorism briefing by CTIO within two months of appointment
- **Measure of performance:** 80% Apr-07, 82% May-07, 73% FYTD 75%
- **Target:** SNT Recruited 50 129 179
- **Briefed within 2 months:** 41 94 135

#### To increase advanced identification of threats from, and opportunities for countering terrorism

- **Objective:** Valuable Counter-Terrorism intelligence is identified and acted upon
- **Measure of performance:** % of calls to the ‘Hotline’ to be answered within set time
- **Target:** 85% of the time 98% Apr-07, 98% May-07, FYTD 98%
- **Measure of performance:** Answered within set time
- **Target:** Calls received 346 557 903
- **Answered within set time:** 338 546 884

#### To enhance the security of key locations and protected persons

- **Objective:** Satisfaction with security and protection arrangements for the Royal Household
- **Measure of performance:** No intrusions to the secure Royal residence (Red Zone or Purple zone)
- **Target:** No intrusions into Red and Purple Zones
- **Measure of performance:** No intrusions into Red and Purple Zones
- **Target:** Orange 0 0 0
- **Measure of performance:** Yellow
- **Target:** Yellow 0 0 0
- **Measure of performance:** Green
- **Target:** Green 3 7 10
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